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Licensing scalability and software protection for the automation industry

Phoenix Contact chooses Wibu-Systems’ CodeMeter for
licensing PC Worx Engineer
Karlsruhe, Germany – Phoenix Contact, a global market leader and
innovator in the field of electrical engineering, electronics and
automation, and Wibu-Systems, a global leader in secure license
lifecycle management for business and industrial environments,
announce the integration of their flagship technologies at the
Hannover Messe 2018. CodeMeter, the comprehensive solution for
protection, licensing, and security, has been selected by Phoenix
Contact as the best-in-class technology to streamline license and
entitlement management of their PLCnext control system solution.

PC Worx Engineer, known as the comprehensive programming
software engineering solution suitable for lots of Phoenix Contact
controllers, can be used to implement complex automation concepts
and is therefore offered in different payable or free of charge
versions, available with additional add-ins. In a global scenario
influenced by the emergence of Industrie 4.0 and with captains of
industry shifting their attention from hardware to software in the value
chain, a centralized license lifecycle management solution became of
the essence.

In this first stage of the project, Phoenix Contact has focused
primarily on the ability to offer their software in a modular, scalable,
and efficient fashion. Additionally, their requirements included the
need to protect their digital know-how and support the different ERP
implementations that were installed at their various locations around
the globe.

CodeMeter was able to completely fulfill their expectations. With
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AxProtector .NET, they automatically encrypt classes and methods of
their software and shield it with a safety shell against piracy and
reverse engineering. With CmActLicense, an encrypted and signed
file, they bind the license of their software to a fingerprint of the target
system. Alternatively, they can associate licenses with CmDongle
hardware secure elements that come in several form factors,
including USB sticks, memory cards, and ASICs. With CodeMeter
License Central, they create, deliver, and manage standalone,
network, demo, and emergency licenses of their software and its addons.

The ERP integration challenge was overcome with the use of
CodeMeter License Central Connector, which made it possible for
Phoenix Contact to interface their enterprise resource planning
systems ranging from different versions of SAP to Baan with WibuSystems’ online database derived solution. Orders for PC Worx
Engineer are sent from the worldwide subsidiary offices of Phoenix
Contact to the SAP system located at their headquarters, and
processed almost instantaneously.

Oliver Winzenried, CEO and founder of Wibu-Systems, is excited by
the opportunities that have come forth from this first step in
cooperation: “Data driven applications, cloud centric platforms, and
security technologies are fueling the current IT spending of
companies; these are not mere costs though, but rather an
investment in a digital, global, and secure marketplace. Our fruitful
collaboration with Phoenix Contact reflects the digital transformation
of the engineering field and a new business approach built on
immediate and diversified responses to the market needs”.

Friedrich Wegener, Specialist Software Standardization at Phoenix
Contact Electronics, adds: “Phoenix Contact was looking for a
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comprehensive, secure and flexible licensing solution that could be
used not only for PC software tools, but also for licensing device
functionalities

or

PLC

program

libraries.

The Wibu-Systems’

technology is already the right fit for the cloud solutions of tomorrow.
After a comprehensive market analysis to find a suitable provider of
licensing systems, our choice quickly fell on Wibu-Systems.”

Phoenix Contact selects the secure licensing capabilities of Wibu-Systems’
CodeMeter for the distribution of PC Worx Engineer.
In the picture, from left to right, Hans-Juergen Koch, Executive VP, Business Area
Industry, Management and Automation, Phoenix Contact Electronics GmbH,
Friedrich Wegener, Specialist Software Standardization, Phoenix Contact, Oliver
Winzenried, CEO and Founder, WIBU-SYSTEMS AG, Roland Bent, General
Manager, Phoenix Contact. © Phoenix Contact.

About Wibu-Systems:
Daniela Previtali, Global Marketing Director
Phone +49 721 9317235 / +39 035 0667070
daniela.previtali@wibu.com
www.wibu.com
Wibu-Systems, a privately held company founded by Oliver Winzenried and Marcellus Buchheit
in 1989, is an innovative security technology leader in the global software licensing market.
Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and award-winning solutions offer unique and internationally
patented processes for protection, licensing and security of digital assets and know-how to
software publishers and intelligent device manufacturers who distribute their applications
through PC-, PLC, embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models.
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Media graphic resources available at: http://www.wibu.com/photo-gallery.html
© Copyright 2018, WIBU-SYSTEMS AG. All rights reserved. All trademarks, trade names,
service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective organizations and
companies.
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